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BACKGROUND GUIDE

Dear Distinguished Delegates, 

It is a pleasure to welcome you to the newest committee of AUSMUN. It will be an honor to share
with you this exciting journey as we engage ourselves in intense debate and effective solutions to
international conflicts at the International Atomic Energy Agency. We, the moderators, have put in
our best efforts to make this experience an unforgettable one. Hence, we expect our delegates to
put in the same effort in researching their country’s stance on the topic, representing those stances
and debating the opposing stances. 

This conference is built on the simple basics and core principles of the United Nations.
Accordingly, to ensure a similar experience to the United Nations, we strongly suggest that you
learn the rules of procedure (points and orders) by heart. To be fully capable of participating and
benefiting from this conference, it is important to keep in mind that this Background Guide is only
to help guide your research, and can in no way replace your individual research. It is extremely
important that you undergo your own individual research in understanding both the mandate and
the role of the International Atomic Energy Agency as well as your country’s stance on the topics
at hand.

Lastly, it is our duty to ensure you are confident and eager in your abilities to participate in the
conference. Hence, if you have any suggestions or inquiries about the committee. Please feel free
to contact us at: IAEAAUSMUN2023@gmail.com
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History and Aim
During the early 1950s, nuclear development was on the rise. New methods to use nuclear
substances were discovered, resulting in the uprise of unease and distress among the international
community. Hence, The International Atomic Energy Agency was formed in 1957 with the aim of
developing nuclear safety standards, aid members in planning and using nuclear science and
inspect the member’s commitment to the set safety standards. The IAEA is strongly connected to
nuclear technologies and its applications, whether as a weapon or a economic tool. Hence, the
foundation of the committee was based on the promotion of peaceful nuclear applications and
ensuring these applications with mandates and laws. Now, working alongside the members of the
Unite Nations, the IAEA promoting safe, secure and peaceful nuclear technologies.

Voting Procedures
 The International Atomic Energy Agency must make crucial decisions with a two-thirds majority
of the members present and voting. A majority of the members present and voting shall decide on
other questions, including the determination of further categories of questions to be decided by a
two-thirds majority. These questions include: The amount of the Agency's budget; The
appointment of the Director General; To reconsider a proposal or an amendment which has been
adopted or rejected; Decisions of the Board on amendments to proposals which require a two-
thirds majority, and decisions on parts of such proposals put to the vote separately; The
determination of additional questions or categories of questions to be decided by a two-thirds
majority.
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The question of global nuclear disarmament dates to 1957 when the campaign for nuclear
disarmament was first established. Afterward, in 1959 the General Assembly included nuclear
disarmament in their resolution which caused a series of events/treaties to occur against the usage
of nuclear weapons and technology. The treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons (NPT)
is the largest and most influential treaty that was created to stop the usage of nuclear weapons.
This treaty was founded in 1968 and came into effect in 1970 resulting in 191 states to be a part of
it. The nuclear non-proliferation, peaceful nuclear energy, and nuclear disarmament treaty are most
generally ratified. Nuclear-weapon States (China, France, Russia, United Kingdom, and the United
States) parties have pledged not to help, encourage, or in any other way direct any non-nuclear-
weapon State party to manufacture or otherwise acquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear
explosive devices under the terms of the NPT. In 1967, the treaty of Tlatelolco, establishing Latin
America and the Caribbean as a nuclear-weapon-free zone, was opened for signature. Until the
early 2000s, numerous countries joined NPT and around 10 NPT reviews took place. This
showcases the start of nuclear disarmament and the important events in the past 60 years (Kimball
& Bugos, 2022). 

The main factors that lead to the creation of nuclear disarmament because of fear of the extreme
danger that accompanies nuclear war and the possession of nuclear weapons. The supporters of
nuclear disarmament suggest that the probability of a nuclear war occurring will decrease. In
addition, the usage of nuclear weapons will cause many detrimental effects on the environment,
economy, and civilization. It would cause catastrophic events to unfold such as countless deaths,
and a large geographic area that can not be entered for decades (Wolfson & Dalnoki-Veress,
2022). 
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 This issue is of great significance as nuclear disarmament lessens the probability of any nuclear
wars occurring or the usage of nuclear weapons transpiring. Therefore, the chances of thousands of
people dying or becoming ill from radiation decreases, and unlike non-nuclear weapons, it does
not affect the geographic structure of the targeted area for decades to come as radiation overruns
that area and becomes inhabitable. (GICHD, 2017)

Not only does manufacturing, harbouring, threatening to use nuclear weapons, and testing nuclear
weapons violate the UN charter, but it is also illegal according to Article 1 and the treaty on the
prohibition of nuclear weapons. The threat or use of weapons of mass destruction, particularly
nuclear weapons, which have the potential to destroy human life, is inconsistent with the right to
life and may constitute a crime under international law indiscriminately and catastrophically (NTI,
2022).

Nuclear disarmament caused positive implications such as fewer threats to international security.
The disarmament and control of weapons of mass destruction are important especially if any
conflict between two countries and having the ability to resort to nuclear weapons is a threat to
international security. Therefore, the disarmament of nuclear weapons has helped keep
international security and prevented mass destruction from happening.

The economic implications that happened because of nuclear weapon usage are countless and what
they amount to may set back economies years or even decades of development, and growth.
However, since there is nuclear disarmament occurring the chances of such detrimental
consequences happening to the economy are very unlikely. The political implications of nuclear
disarmament were positive as over time more countries started agreeing with the idea of removing
nuclear weapons so that they can keep the peace all around and not cause any threat to
international security. Finally, the social effects of nuclear disarmament were seen as positive as
countries affected by nuclear weapons were able to grow and become more developed (Gaille,
2017). 

The main countries that are affected by nuclear disarmament are Russia with 6,257 nuclear
weapons, and the United States with 5,550. These two countries have the biggest nuclear weapon
arsenal and are therefore the ones that were most affected by nuclear disarmament since it cannot
be used (Kimball, 2022). 
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Treaties under IAEA auspices are international agreements negotiated and concluded by IAEA
Member States with the support of the Agency’s Secretariat. Currently, 91 UN members have
signed the treaty on the prohibition of nuclear weapons. None of the permanent five members of
the UN security council signed it, meaning the signatories have come purely from countries
without nuclear weapons. There have been multiple attempts to try and control nuclear weapons
and disarm the UN members with a large arsenal and further stop countries from acquiring those
weapons but none were successful.

Major advancements came in previous resolutions such as in 1996 when it banned the testing and
explosions of nuclear weapons. Further treaties took place between Russia and the United States to
monitor the number of nuclear weapons each state owns. These treaties proved to be successful as
now both super powers have the ability to monitor the nuclear arsenal of the other and it led to a
decrease in the total world nuclear arsenal. Furthermore, the 1996 resolution greatly helped areas
that underwent nuclear tests such as the desert of Kazakhstan and states like New Mexico.
However, issues between the two nations stopped the full potential of the treaties . Political
Rivalry and disputes specifically between NATO and Russia have been hindering any new
progress in nuclear disarmament. Due to the war in Ukraine, tensions have reached an all-time
high between the two biggest holders of nuclear weapons on the planet. The two sides are cautious
with their nuclear weapon but a war between the two could result in a nuclear war. The IAEA is
responsible to limit the effects of nuclear weapons and eliminate the threat of the weapons ever
being used. The use of such a weapon will be considered a crime against humanity. 

INTL ORGANIZATION ACTIONS &
LATEST DEVELOPMENTS 
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TIMELINE
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1950- the IAEA was formed with the goal of overseeing developments in nuclear technology
and monitoring the peaceful use of nuclear energy.

1961- The first nuclear power treaty passes which calls for negotiations to prevent the spread
of nuclear weapons to additional states 

1965: The US submits its first proposal on how to stop an all out nuclear war from happening 

1967- Israel secretly obtains nuclear weapons

1974- IAEA publishes a list called the trigger list which contains items that could be used in
making nuclear weapons. 

1974- Iran’s Comprehensive safeguard agreement enters into force 

1975- Conferences start being held every 5 years to review the implementation of the treaties

1991- Iraq is forced to eliminate its secret nuclear program which was revealed after the gulf
war.

1993- The IAEA declares North Korea in noncompliance with its safeguards obligations and
refers Pyongyang to the UN Security Council.

2003- North Korea announces that it is leaving the NPT and Iran is suspected of hiding
nuclear activity and not reporting to the NPT. Libya also announced that it is abandoning its
nuclear program after the Iraq war. Additional Protocol signed and implemented voluntarily
by Iran

2010’s- The UK announces a plan to reduce its current nuclear arsenal, The United States
withdraws from the 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty.

Topic 1:  The Question Of Global Nuclear Disarmament 
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How would the IAEA disarm nuclear weapons off of countries? 

How would political orders shift after the nuclear weapon disarmament? 

Who would benefit the most off of the disarmament and who would be most affected by the
disarmament? 

Should partial disarmament occur where a limit to nuclear weapons is proposed or a complete
one?

Topic 1:  The Question Of Global Nuclear Disarmament 
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SUGGESTED RESEARCH

The economics effects of nuclear disarmament

Reasons why some countries haven’t joined NPT yet

Possible solutions for nuclear weapons

Ways to prevent any chance of a nuclear weapon being used

The treaties and campaigns that were made for this issue

Nuclear weapon free zones

Safeguard inspections

Global initiative to combat nuclear terrorism (GICNT) 

Topic 1:  The Question Of Global Nuclear Disarmament 
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Iran's foreign policy raises concerns due to its partnerships and proxy forces with militant
organizations throughout the Middle East. The Iranian administration has worked to consolidate its
power throughout the region ever since the 1979 Iranian revolution that saw the Shah deposed and
Ayatollah Khomeini returned to his nation. Iran has done this by utilizing a network of affiliated
militia organizations and other non-state actors, beginning with Hezbollah in Lebanon in the
1980s, to resist conventional armed forces. Iranian partnerships with Hezbollah in Yemen, militias
in Iraq, and the Houthi group in Yemen have been made possible by regional instability and weak
regimes in Lebanon (since the 1980s), Iraq (since 2003), and Yemen (since 2014). Given that the
two nations have been partners for a long time, Iran has also backed President Assad in Syria. The
UK and its allies view Iran's efforts as destabilizing the region, and many of these groups are
subject to weapons embargos or are deemed to be terrorist organizations. Iran has attempted to
influence Iraqi politics ever since the 1979 Iranian revolution and the 1980s Iran-Iraq conflict.
Iranian influence in Iraq has grown since 2003 thanks to funding for Shia militias. The militia
groups were able to grow in the middle of the 2010s because of the growth of Islamic State/Daesh
and the Iraqi government forces losing territory in that country.

Iran has also been involved in the development of nuclear weapons, and uranium enrichment
programs. Although there have long been international concerns about Iran's nuclear program, the
first UN sanctions against Tehran were not implemented until 2006. This came after Iran was
found to be in breach of its obligations under the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons, 1970, according to the International Atomic Energy Agency's (IAEA) official statement.
After an intricate two-year negotiation process and several interim agreements, the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) was finally signed in July 2015.
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Iran is known to have ongoing skirmishes with numerous countries (Middle-eastern countries,
United states of America, Israel, and Syria) throughout the years, which is the reason why this
issue is of great significance. Iran poses a threat to international security and peace because of
developing nuclear weapons and harbouring them in the past. If not for financial sanctions and
regulations being placed Iran would have continued to do so. Since Iran violated a key provision
of the nuclear agreement it reached in July 2015 with the permanent UN security council and
Germany, therefore violating the UN charter as it went against the regulations that were set. This
Iranian breach occurred when regional tensions between Iran and the United States were rising.
Iran downed an American spy drone on June 20, 2015. While Iran claims the drone was on Iranian
soil, U.S. authorities claim it was in international airspace. A few hours later, President Trump
authorized retaliatory attacks against three Iranian targets before abruptly cancelling them. Four oil
tankers were assaulted in the Strait of Hormuz, a crucial waterway where 30% of the world's crude
oil supply travels, a month earlier. The American government dispatched an additional 1,500
troops and military equipment to the Middle East after concluding that Iran was probably
responsible for the assaults. Early in June, close to where the other four oil tankers were targeted,
two more oil tankers in the Gulf of Oman came under attack. Washington once more attributed the
sabotage to Iran and dispatched an extra 1,000 troops to the area. Iran has denied having any part
in the two occurrences.

The oil and financial sanctions turned out to be quite successful in slowing down Iran’s growth.
Iran was unable to remit its export proceeds and export hydrocarbon products. Between 2011 and
2014, oil exports decreased from 2.5 million barrels per day (BPD) to about 1 million BPD. By
2012, the Iranian economy was experiencing double-digit inflation and a severe downturn. From
5.8% in 2010 to 2.6% in 2011 and a negative 7.4% in 2012, real GDP growth declined. There were
tremendous social effects, such as the unemployment increase in Iran between 2014 and 2018.
 This issue has also caused countries to worry about their national security to grow as it was said
that Iran had motives to use nuclear weapons for military-related goals.
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Ever since the 1978 Islamic revolution in Iran, the regime has been planning to become a nuclear
super power in the region. Saddamn Hussein's ambition of achieving nuclear power further
accelerated interest from the Irani regime in developing nuclear weapons to secure its grasp on the
region. Remaining middle east countries, especially Saudi Arabia and Isreal they were opposed to
the idea of Iran becoming a nuclear state as it could possibly result in a new wave of war in the
middle east. The US has also been fighting to stop Iran from developing nuclear weapons or
nuclear energy as it sees that the development of those weapons would sabotage their interests and
allies in the region. In 2015 the issue of Iran’s nuclear program was brought into the UN and the
P5+1 agreed to ban the state from transferring, importing, and exporting arms, sensitive nuclear
material and equipment, and missiles or missile systems for the duration specified, the US pulled
out of the agreement in 2018 after suspecting Iran from hiding information from the IAEA. The
2015 agreement was the last one with Iran and the situation since then has been complicated with
the US and its allies continuing to sanction Iran and with Iran willing to negotiate with the US to
return to the agreed upon resolution. The IAEA committee finds it is of utmost importance to find
a solution that satisfies both sides without increasing tensions between the two sides. It is in all
parties’ best interest that this issue is resolved peacefully through increasing talks between the
state of Iran and the Arab League, through easing sanctions on the state of Iran in return for
collaboration and easing of tensions, and through continuous monitoring of the regions nuclear
programs

INTL ORGANIZATION ACTIONS &
LATEST DEVELOPMENTS 
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IMPORTANT DATES

1957- The United States and Iran signed a civil nuclear cooperation agreement as part of the
United States Atoms for Peace program

1970s- Iraq had ambitions to create a nuclear program as it wanted to establish itself as the
power in the region and threaten Israel and the US. Iran signed the NPT’s Safeguards
Agreement The safeguards allowed inspections for the purpose of verifying that nuclear
enrichment for peaceful nuclear energy is not diverted to nuclear weapons. Israel secretly
acquired nuclear weapons

1980s- The US stopped supplying Iran with highly enriched uranium after the Islamic
revolution.Iran opened a nuclear research center at Isfahan with China’s assistance

1990s- Russia and Iran signed a cooperation agreement on the civil use of nuclear energy.The
IAEA expanded the Safeguards Agreement by adopting the Additional Protocol. Under the
latter, inspectors would be allowed to conduct short notice inspections

2000s- IAEA inspectors only allowed partial access to the Parchin military base in Tehran, the
US threatened Iran with war and sanctions if they do not abandon their nuclear program, later
on in 2006 the IAEA reported the state to the UN Security Council for breaching the NPT
agreement, it was later banned from buying weapons and it had its foreign assets frozen and
further economic sanctions were imposed on the regime.

2010s- Iran has increased its production of weapon grade uranium in response to increased
sanctions from the US and its Allies. Meanwhile, Russia started to help Iran in improving its
nuclear program with the help of the Russians. Iran started to make significant strides toward
building their first nuclear weapon. Later on in the decade the state met with P5+1 to negotiate
a new deal called JCPOA which assured the regime’s compliance with set regulations.
Complications arose at the end of the 2010s claiming that Iran is not complacent with the
JCPOA as a result the US pulled out of JCPOA and increased sanctions.
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QUESTIONS TO ADDRESS

Why is Iran’s development of Nuclear substances an issue while USA, Russia and others are
not issues? 

How could the IAEA maintain an unbiased resolution to this issue? 

What role do other countries like Syria, Russia, Israel, Jordan, etc. (countries that are
participating in Iran conflict or have allies participating in them) play in this conflict? 

With whom are European countries siding in this conflict and why? (Think further than the
nuclear industry here)
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SUGGESTED RESEARCH

Conflicts that occurred with Iran’s neighbouring countries

The joint comprehensive plan of action (JCPOA)

The deals done with Iran and policies implemented

Iran’s Military goals

Timeline of political events that happened in Iran

The stance that different countries are taking regarding Iran (with/against)

Iran’s nuclear program 
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